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ABSTRACT:
A circular waveguide electron-cyclotron resonance
plasma thruster (ECRT) is simulated using a quasi-
neutral 2D axysimmetric hybrid PIC-fluid code. The
ECR region is modeled as an heating term in the en-
ergy equation for the electron fluid using two differ-
ent power absorption maps. The main trends in the
plasma discharge are evaluated, pointing out the im-
portance of the electron temperature distribution in
the plasma transport and the pressure gradient in de-
termining the magnetic force. A parametric study on
the propellant mass flow rate and deposited power is
performed for one of the two power absorption maps,
showing that the transport physics is mainly affected
by the deposited energy per particle. A first esti-
mate of the performance metrics is presented show-
ing quantities in agreement with currently available
experimental data for other ECRTs.

1 INTRODUCTION
Having been the most successful electric propulsion
technology for half a century, Hall effect and Ion
thruster are still the predominant technology[1]. The
limited lifetime of hollow cathodes and grids is the
primary concern for these type of thrusters[2], thus
recently the interest in electrodeless plasma thruster
has been constantly growing.

The electron cyclotron resonance thruster
(ECRT) is an electrode-less plasma thruster that
exploits the ECR resonance to efficiently couple
electromagnetic power to the electrons of a plasma
immersed in a magnetic field[3, 4]. This phenomenon
is localized where the magnetic field is such that the
electron cyclotron frequency coincides with the fre-
quency of the applied electromagnetic wave. In order
to create thrust, the ions are then accelerated by a
magnetic nozzle as the electrons expansion creates
an ambipolar field. In this process, a quasi-neutral
plume is generated without the need of an external
neutralizer.

Studies with waveguide coupled ECRT concepts
started in the 1960’s[5–7], with thrusters in the kW
power range and microwave frequency of 8.35GHz.
Different geometries and propellants such as mer-
cury, were tested, never reaching thruster efficiencies
greater than 6%, and experiencing many technolog-

ical challenges [7]. Similar results were obtained in
more recent studies (1990’s)[8–10] where an efficiency
of 2% was estimated for a 500W class thruster work-
ing at 2.1GHz. In this case the low efficiency was at-
tributed to unknown losses and imprecise microwave
coupling measurements. Recently, within the Eu-
ropean MINOTOR project [11–13] a novel coaxial
ECRT thruster geometry was developed at ONERA
and reached efficiencies above 16%(2.45GHz, 30W
and 1sscm of Xenon) [13], thus further pushing the
interest in the ECRT concept. However, the coaxial
thruster suffers the erosion of the central conductor
reducing again, the lifetime.

In 2019, the PROMETEO project has been
instituted to exploit synergically the accumulated
knowledge of the nuclear fusion and electric propul-
sion communities, involving the CIEMAT National
Fusion Laboratory (LNF) and the Electric Space
Propulsion research group (EP2-UC3M). In the
frame of this project, EP2 is developing a new waveg-
uide ECRT experiment, as a means to unravel the
physics of electrodeless thrusters. An ECRT offers,
in fact, the opportunity to achieve a better under-
standing on many plasma phenomena under study in
both communities, namely, plasma transport, turbu-
lence and wave-plasma interaction. The new ECRT
here presented, has been designed with the objective
of understanding with the current technological level
and models, why limitations were experienced in the
past with the waveguide ECRT and how they can be
overcome.

As a fundamental step in the design process,
it is necessary to model and simulate the plasma
discharge. Different quasi-1D models were pro-
posed in the past [10, 14, 15] obtaining in some
cases good estimations of the thruster performance
[15]. Recently, an axysimmetric full-wave 2D code
(HYPHEN-ECRT/SURFET)[16, 17] has been used
at EP2, in the frame of the mentioned MINOTOR
project[18], to support the design of the ECRT de-
veloped at ONERA and improve its current physical
understanding.

No effort instead has, to date, been made to sim-
ulate with a 2D model the circular waveguide ECRT
concept. This paper, aims to address this aspect
by simulating the EP2 ECRT prototype using the
HYPHEN simulation platform. The lack of imple-
mentation of the m = ±1 wave propagation mode
in a circular waveguide, for the current HYPHEN
version, has been mitigated by prescribing the power
deposition profile near the ECR region. This ap-
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proach, while not self-consistent, provides a prelim-
inary understanding of the discharge physics of the
new ECRT. In particular, this paper tries to assess at
what extent the power deposition profile, the ECR
region position, and the operating point affect the
thrust and plasma transport variables in the mag-
netic nozzle and what are the thruster performances
to be expected in the upcoming experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. The physical
design of the waveguide ECRT is treated in section 2.
In section 3 the numerical model is described as well
as the power absorption profile used for the simula-
tions. In section 4 the results of this study are pre-
sented, and finally in section 5 the conclusions and
some final considerations are discussed.

2 THRUSTER DESIGN

The waveguide ECRT described next is being devel-
oped within the EP2 group at UC3M in the frame-
work of the PROMETEO project.

It is a fully electrode-less circular waveguide
thruster. A cross-section of the thruster is repre-
sented in fig. 1. The plasma source region, where
the injected gas is ionized, consists of a semi-opened
metallic tube covered with a Boron-Nitride sleeve,
with one end closed by a quartz backplate. The
plasma source has an internal diameter 36 mm and
length 20 mm and it is immersed in a static sim-
ply diverging magnetic field produced by a perma-
nent magnet and can be tuned using a coil positioned
around the plasma chamber. The permanent magnet
is composed by twelve Sm2Co17 YXG-32 magnets
assembled together to obtain a radially magnetized
ring magnet with dimensions of 52 mm inner diame-
ter, 140 mm outer diameter and 44 mm of width. In
fig. 2a the magnetic field produced by this magnet
can be visualized.

The propellant (initially Xenon, although other
gases will be investigated) is injected radially from
holes on the lateral walls positioned at z = 2 mm
(being z = 0 at the front side of the quartz plate,
and positive z pointing downstream to the external
region). Microwave power at fMW = 5.8GHz en-
ters the waveguide from the backplate side. At the
position where the magnetic field strength reaches
Bres = 0.2T the resonance phenomenon takes place,
this happens approximately at zres = 12mm.

The thruster is designed to work in the range of
microwave power Pa = 100−300W with a mass flow
rate range of ṁp = 1− 3mg/s. These ranges will be
the ones used for the simulations performed in this
study.

Figure 1: Simplified sketch of the ECR thruster be-
ing developed at UC3M (Drawing not in scale).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) 2D map of the magnetic field produced
by the ring magnet assembly. The curves in red rep-
resent the magnetic field lines starting from the exit
plane of the plasma source and the position of the
resonance. (b) Magnetic field magnitude along the
thruster axis. The thruster backplate is visible as a
black solid line, the thruster exit plane as a dashed
line and resonance mean position as a red line.
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3 ECRT MODEL AND SIMU-
LATION SETUP

The model used to asses the expected key aspects of
the plasma transport as well as the propulsive perfor-
mances of this ECRT prototype, is a two dimensional
axysimmetric hybrid PIC-fluid code [19–21] created
on the basis of previous plasma simulating platforms
being developed within the EP2 team [22, 23]. In this
code heavy particles (neutrals and ions) are mod-
eled with a particle-in-cell kinetic model, whereas the
electrons are treated as an anisotropic fluid. Because
of the different models used for the two species, it is
numerically convenient to operate on different types
of spatial meshes [20, 24] and interpolate between
them when required. A structured mesh is used for
heavy species (PIC-mesh) and a non-structured mag-
netic field aligned mesh for the electrons (MFAM-
mesh). Further details can be found in [19, 20, 25].

The basic simulation loop proceeds as follows.
The PIC module takes as inputs the electric poten-
tial φ, the electron temperature Te, and the electron
current density je, following a PIC scheme, these are
used to propagate in time the trajectory of the heavy
species and obtain the particle densities and fluxes,
which in turn are the input for the electron fluid
module. Here, imposing plasma quasi-neutrality,
the continuity, momentum and energy equations are
solved for the electron-fluid, obtaining je, φ and Te
for the new time-step, thus closing the loop. Fur-
thermore, in the electron-fluid loop the conditions at
the plasma sheath (boundaries of the quasi-neutral
domain) are calculated with a dedicated sheath sub-
module [20, 26]. The sheath module includes a spe-
cific set of modeling parameters for SEE and electron
fluxes, in this work those of BN will be used. Further
information about the sheath module and how SEE
are modeled can be found in reference[20, 26].
Anomalous cross-field turbulent transport is instead
modeled as a set of three empirical parameter in
the momentum αtm, energy αte and heat flux αtq
equations of the fluid model. The settings here
used consider all the three parameters as equal to
αtm = αte = αtq = 0.02. More information on this
empirical model can be found in [19, 27].

The code allows the selection of boundary condi-
tions, domain geometries, collision types (excitation,
primary and secondary ionisation, recombination,
etc.), material surfaces and injection characteris-
tics. The flexibility of this code makes it possible
to simulate a number of different thrusters, such as
Hall Effect Thrusters (HET) [19], Helicon Plasma
thrusters (HPT)[28], coaxial ECRT thruster [17] or
the waveguide ECRT object of this paper.

The working principle of an ECRT is based on
the efficient microwave power absorption at the elec-
tron cyclotron resonance location. In this context,
power absorption is modeled in the HYPHEN elec-

tron fluid module as an additional term Qa in the
electron internal energy equation (eq. 1).

∂

∂t

(
3
2neTe

)
+∇ ·

(
5
2neTeue + qe

)
= ue · ∇pe+

+σ−1
e je · (je + jc) +Qe +Qa

(1)

Where ne, Te, ue, pe, je are respectively the
electron density, the isotropic electron temperature,
the electron fluid velocity, the electron pressure and
the electron current density, while qe is the elec-
tron heat flux [19]. The electron parallel conduc-
tivity is defined as σe = nee

2/(meνe) with me and
νe the electron mass and electron collision frequency
respectively, jc is a source term computed in the PIC
module that takes into account the effect of electron
collisions with the heavy species[19]. Concerning the
terms Qe and Qa, the first represents the energy sink
due to the ionization and excitation collisions, the
latter, as mentioned, models the plasma-microwave
absorption.

In order to determine the Qa profile a wave mod-
ule should be used, which would model the mi-
crowave propagation into the plasma by solving the
Maxwell equations. This capability for a mode dif-
ferent then TEM (m = 0)[16, 17], such as the one
propagating in a circular waveguide (m = ±1), is
not yet implemented in this code and will be subject
of future work. For this reason the Qa spatial profile
will be here assumed as described in section 3.1.

Fig. 3a describes the axysimmetric plasma do-
main used for all the simulations analyzed in this
paper. The domain is divided into two regions, the
plasma source and the plasma plume region. The
plasma source region has dimensions of RT = 18mm
and LT = 20mm, whereas the plasma plume domain
extends from z = LT to z = LD = 108mm and has
an outer radius of RD = 54mm. The injection is
represented by a ring of injection surfaces positioned
at r = 18mm, z = 2mm, with 2mm width, and the
reference for the potential φ is positioned in a region
with low numerical noise inside the plasma source.

The boundary surfaces of the simulations shown
here, are of three types: Axisymmetric (B1), Dielec-
tric (B2), Free Loss (B3). The B1 boundary con-
sists of axysimmetric boundary conditions. B2 cor-
responds to the local zero-current condition je ·1n =
−ji · 1n, ion recombination, neutrals diffused reflec-
tion and qe · 1n provided by the sheath module. On
the free loss (B3) surfaces je · 1n = −ji · 1n and
qe · 1n = 2Teneue · 1n, furthermore, the PIC macro-
particles are removed from the simulation. These
boundary conditions, make the external boundary
locally current-free.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) PIC mesh and domain boundaries
representation, (b) Magnetic field aligned mesh
(MFAM).

The results shown here are obtained simulat-
ing neutral xenon atoms, singly- and doubly-ionized
ions, thus they also include the effect of inelastic
collisions such as single ionization, double ionization
and excitation [19].

Fig. 3 shows the MFAM and PIC meshes used
in the following sections. The MFAM mesh has been
constructed with the iso-potential and stream lines
of the magnetic field shown in fig. 2a and counts
of about 1900 cells compared to the 2300 of the
structured PIC-mesh. The typical cell size for both
meshes is between 0.3mm2 and 10mm2. A simula-
tion of tsim = 5 · 10−4s of an ECR thruster with the
above described settings, using a simulation time-
step dt = 2 · 10−8s, takes about 9 hours to run on
a workstation with ten cores of an Intel Xeon 6230
processor.

3.1 Power absorption profiles
Figures 4a and 4b show the two power deposition
profiles used in this work which will be here called
“Profile A” and “Profile B” respectively. Both pro-
files are centered along the constant magnetic field
surface atBres and have a thickness of ∆B = ±0.01T
(refer to fig. 2a).

The power absorbed by the plasma is expected
to be proportional to the square of the electric field
magnitude in the wave [3, 17]. However, modeling
the microwave propagation in the plasma would re-
quire a wave module, thus in order to simplify the
problem, the electric field distribution in a circular

waveguide in vacuum was used to scale the power
deposition profile A.
In this geometry, the dominant mode is the trans-
verse electric mode TE11, which produces a non-
axysimmetric electric field. In order to use it as
a scale rule, it has been averaged azimuthally, and
normalized. Following this procedure fig. 4a was ob-
tained. The region here shown is the full volume of
the plasma source, whereas in the rest of the domain
no power is deposited. Profile A is used in this study
for the nominal simulation scenario.
To compare and study the sensitivity to the absorp-
tion profile, a second power deposition profile (profile
B) was assumed. Fig. 4b shows a constant volumet-
ric power absorption along the magnetic field surface
centered in Bres, with a thickness of δres ≈ 5mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Thruster chamber region with Gaussian
smoothed power deposition profiles Qa for a total
deposited power of Pa = 200W. (a) Power deposi-
tion profile A. (b) Power deposition profile B .
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While the self-consistent Qa profile requires solv-
ing the EM field, previous simulations of ECRT
thruster suggest that a profile like A or B represents
approximately the main characteristics of the ab-
sorption profile in the whole simulation domain [17].
Thus by studying these, we expect to understand the
main aspects of the plasma transport and to be able
to assess the influence of the Qa profile as it will be
shown in section 4.2. As stated above, future work
will revisit this assumption and compute the absorp-
tion profile with a full wave, non-axisymmetric code.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUS-
SION

In section 4.1 the main plasma transport features
are first analyzed for the nominal power deposition
profile (Profile A) described in section 3.1, whereas
the effects and the main differences induced by using
profile B are discussed in section 4.2. For both cases
the working point P = 200W and ṁp = 2.5mg/s
and the same magnetic topology is chosen. Then a
parametric analysis of power and mass flow rates is
carried out only for the nominal profile A in section
4.3 where power and mass flow rate are varied in a
set of 10 simulations.

All the plasma transport 2D maps here discussed
are those obtained at steady state conditions, which
is reached after tss = 0.4ms (being t = 0ms the time
at which the fluid-pic models start to being solved
together). The depicted plots correspond to aver-
aged quantities for a time period of 0.125ms. Fur-
thermore, in order to alleviate boundary effects, the
simulation domain has been cropped and only the
region up to z = 0.08m and r = 0.035m is kept in
this work.

4.1 Discharge physics
Referring to fig. 4a, the main effect of concentrat-
ing the electron heating region towards the axis is an
increased electron temperature in that region, which
then tends to spread along the affected magnetic field
lines. This spread happens because of the very high
electron mobility in the parallel direction and is well
visible in fig. 5a. Going towards higher radii, Te de-
creases because of the reduced power deposited, lim-
ited electron mobility in the perpendicular direction
and higher collisions rates due to the higher density
of heavy particles (fig. 5b and 5c).

The plasma density profile (see fig. 5c) is influ-
enced by the electron temperature Te, the plasma
potential φ (fig. 5d) and the neutral density. Start-
ing from the axis, the density increases radially up
to a maximum of 1019m−3 because of the increased
neutral density (being the injection closer) and mod-
erately high Te, then decreases again in the proximity
of the wall due to recombination, as shown in fig. 5b.

As a consequence of the electron temperature and
density behaviour, the electron pressure Pe = neTe,

shows a peak at an intermediate radius of the
plasma source region which then elongates towards
the plume.

Electron pressure on the backplate as well as the
ion momentum flux on the thruster walls along the
z direction are responsible for the pressure thrust at
the thruster walls, here defined as in equation 2.

Fp =
∑
s

∫
∂Ωw

(nsTs1z · 1n +msnsuzsus · 1n) dS

(2)

Where the subscripts “s” refer to the heavy species.
∂Ωw is the thruster wall surface and ms is the heavy
species particle mass.

In fig. 5g the plasma pressure can be visualized as
well as its gradient, where the latter presents a dom-
inant radial component in the overall domain. This
component plays a fundamental role in the electron
perpendicular momentum balance, which in turn, de-
fine the electron azimuthal current density jθe, which
can be approximated as in equation 3:

jθe ≈ −
χ

1 + χ2µe

(
∂pe
∂1>

− ene
∂φ

∂1>

)
(3)

where µe = e/(meνe) = σe/(nee) is the electron par-
allel mobility, χ = ωce/νe = µeB is the Hall param-
eter, and where the collisions term jθc and jθi have
been neglected being their contribution small.

Referring to equation 3, being the perpendicu-
lar electric field small, jθe will be mainly dictated by
the perpendicular pressure gradient. This is well vis-
ible in fig. 5f which represents the jθe contributions
to the magnetic force per electron. Here two regions
can be distinguished, identified by the change in sign
of jθe and consequently in direction of the magnetic
force. One produces a positive magnetic force along
z (thrust), the other produces a negative one (drag).
The latter being at smaller radii also represents a
smaller volume, thus has a less important role. The
integral in the full domain of the magnetic force will
give the magnetic thrust as in equation 4.

Fm ≈
∫
V

−jθeBrdV (4)

Where jθ ≈ jθe since the ion azimuthal current den-
sity jθi contribution results to be negligible. Thus,
the total Force F exerted on the thruster, will be
given by the sum of the pressure and magnetic
thrust: F = Fp + Fm.

Finally, the electric force balances both the mag-
netic force and the pressure gradient and is essen-
tially the only force balancing the pressure gradient
in the parallel direction. The potential (fig. 5d) fea-
tures a maximum inside the plasma source on the
axis, and then it slowly decreases as the electrons
expands in the magnetic nozzle, giving rise to the
ion acceleration. We observe a second increasing
potential region in the top left corner as a peak of
around 15V. The creation of this high potential re-
gion is probably to be attributed to the vicinity of
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the boundary conditions, which create a magneti-
cally shielded region in this corner, and the quasi-
neutrality of the model. Close to the thruster exit
plane, the electrons are still strongly magnetized,
thus it’s difficult for them to access the top left corner
region, limiting the plasma density. In order to keep
quasi-neutrality, being the ions not constrained by
magnetic field lines, a potential must rise to prevent
them for reaching this region. Notwithstanding this,
some experimental evidences exist that the electric
potential may not decay monotonically in the trans-
verse direction of a magnetic nozzle [29, 30], which
could be explained by a non-zero ion thermal energy
[31]. Further research will analyze this aspect of the
simulation in detail.

4.2 Effect of the Qa profile
The majority of the considerations discussed in sec-
tion 4.1 are still applicable for the power deposition
profile B, with some differences.

The immediate effect of introducing a different
Qa profile, is to produce a change in the electron
temperature distribution, this is visible in fig. 5h.
For this case, the electron temperature spreads uni-
formly across the domain keeping a value between
3.4−5eV, and a low gradient pointing towards higher
radii.

This fact radically change the plasma density dis-
tribution and consequently the electron pressure gra-
dient (refer to figs. 5j and 5n), in particular the
plasma density appears to be more uniform in the
plasma source and and the peak density is positioned
at R = 0mm. The electron pressure, in contrast with
what found for profile A, is now smoother and finds
its maximum at the axis of symmetry. This creates a
pressure gradient term ∂pe/∂1> that always points in
the outward direction, thus also jθe does not change
its sign (refer to fig. 5m). On the contrary, three
drag regions are present in the plasma plume. These
again seem to be mainly due to the behaviour of the
pressure gradient in the corresponding regions, but it
is not clear whether these are due to numerical noise
or an actual phenomenon.

Finally, also the ji current follows a different be-
haviour (fig. 5l) in contrast with the nominal case,
with ion streamlines that feature a larger curvature
in the outward direction. This, as visible in fig. 5k,
is probably due to the missing high radial compo-
nent of the electric field in the plasma source whereas
a stronger radial component exists close to the exit
plane. Instead for both Qa profiles, because of the
low magnetic field divergence, the ion streamlines ap-
pear to be still closely following the magnetic field
lines in the far plume.

This analysis suggests that the temperature gra-
dient and distribution may have an important role in
the plasma expansion along a magnetic nozzle. Fur-
ther analysis in this aspect will be presented in a
future work.

Lastly, in tab. 4.2 can be found a summary of

the thruster performances obtained for the two Qa
profiles.

Qa profile A Qa profile B
F 11.6 mN 9.5 mN
Fm 51.7% 46.6%
Fp 48.3% 53.4%
ηd 93.3% 87.4%
ηu 86.5% 80.5%
ηp 48.9% 43.4%
ηe 29.5% 22%
ηc 46.6% 50.6%
ηF 13.6% 9.1%

Where Fm and Fp are expressed as percentages
of the total thrust F .

Concerning the efficiencies they are defined as fol-
lows. The divergence efficiency is the ratio of ion ki-
netic power in the z direction by the total ion kinetic
power ηd = Pzi∞/Pi∞, the subscript ∞ refers to the
the free loss boundaries. ηu = ṁi∞/ṁp is the uti-
lization efficiency. ηp = I∞/Ibound is the production
efficiency, defined as the ratio between the ion cur-
rent to the free loss boundaries (I∞) and the total ion
current to all the boundaries (Ibound). ηe = Pp∞/Pa
is the energy efficiency which is the ratio between the
plume power at the free loss boundaries (thermal and
kinetic power) divided by the deposited power. The
conversion fraction is instead ηc = Pi∞/Pp∞, and fi-
nally, ηF = F 2/(2ṁpPa) ≈ ηuηeηcηd is the typical
thrust efficiency.

From tab. 4.2, it appears that while the percent-
age of magnetic thrust and pressure thrust over the
total thrust, accounts for both cases about 50%, the
performance of the thruster obtained with profile A
are better than the other case for each of the specified
indicators but the conversion fraction.

The lower divergence efficiency of profile B can
be attributed to the high radial electric field at the
exit plane, which in turn is a consequence of the less
localized power deposition at the axis. Whereas as
appears from fig. 5i, the lower Te causes the neu-
trals to extend further and with higher density in
the plume, resulting also in a lower ηu.

On the other side, because of the high electron
temperature in the plume of profile A and since the
electron thermal power represents the majority of the
beam power (see fig. 7b), the energy efficiency re-
sults to be higher for this case, with the drawback of
having a lower conversion fraction.
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Power Deposition Profile A

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Power deposition profile B

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

Figure 5: Comparison of the main transport parameters for the two power deposition profiles. Left: power
deposition profile A. Right: power deposition profile B.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 6: Plasma density ne (a-b-c), electron temperature Te (d-e-f) and magnetic force per electron (g-h-i)
profiles, obtained at Pa = 200W for mass flow rates of ṁp = 1mg/s, ṁp = 2mg/s and ṁp = 3mg/s respectively.

4.3 Parametric analysis
The effects on the plasma transport due to the vari-
ations of the mass flow rate at a fixed coupled power
(200W) are now analyzed for the nominal power de-
position profile A.

In fig.6(a-c) it is shown the behaviour of the
plasma density when the propellant mass flow rate
is varied between ṁp = 1 − 3mg/s of Xenon. Sim-
ilarly to what was seen in section 4.1 the density
and the electron temperature are strictly correlated.
This is particularly visible in fig. 6a and 6d where
the high density region is compressed towards large
radii, implying an increase of electron temperature
for smaller radii. For all the working points ana-
lyzed in this study, the electron temperature peak
ranges between 4.5-25eV, results in line with what
is found experimentally for other ECR thrusters in
similar working points. [10, 32]
Being the mass flow rate low and the injection ra-
dial, and given the large electron temperature, the
majority of the neutrals are ionized before reaching
the region close to the axis, for this reason increasing
ṁp leads to a larger high density region, for which
the peak reaches the axis at ṁp = 3mg/s as for the
power deposition case B.

Interesting is the behaviour of jθe in response to
ṁp changes, which as discussed in section 4.2, is cor-
related with the density and temperature profiles.
Referring to fig. 6 (g-i), this becomes evident at low
ṁp, the region contributing negatively to the thrust
expands into the plume because of the strong pres-
sure gradient extending towards higher z. The oppo-
site situation is found at ṁp = 3mg/s, the negative

thrust region almost disappears, thanks to the pres-
sure forming a single axial peak with lower gradients,
which in turn also leads to a lower jθe in the plume.

Although it is possible that in a self-consistent
model, the microwave accessibility to the plasma
(and thus the power deposition pattern) is altered
by the change in mass flow rate, affecting globally
the discharge characteristics, we see that very simi-
lar profiles to the ones found above can be obtained
when the power is decreased from Pa = 300− 100W
keeping a fixed mass flow rate of ṁp = 2mg/s. These
two control parameters play an approximately oppo-
site role. In fact, the main parameter which deter-
mines the thruster performances is the power to mass
flow rate ratio, which can be expressed as energy per
injected particle:

Ep = PamXe

ṁpe
[eV/particle] (5)

Where mXe is the Xenon molecular mass in kg and
e is the electron charge. In figs. 7a - 7c are shown
the typical performance indicators plotted against
the energy per particle Ep. It appears that, apart
from outliers, the expected performances for a given
Ep can be estimated directly from these plots with-
out the need of new simulations.

Referring to fig. 7a, the thrust efficiency ηF re-
sults to be mainly influenced by the effect of ηu,
which decreases fast at low energy per particle, drop-
ping from 0.9 to 0.6. This is an expected result since
if more propellant is injected without increasing in
turn the power, the lower is going to be the propel-
lant utilization.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Primary performance indicators varying with the energy per particle Ep: Efficiencies (a), normalized
losses and powers (b), Thrust to power ratios (TTPR) for magnetic and pressure thrust (c), Specific impulse
(Isp) (d).

The divergence efficiency ηd, on the other hand,
results to be very high in the whole range, staying be-
tween 80% and 90%, this is due to the characteristic
shape of the ion streamlines seen in fig. 5e, whereas
the fact that it decreases at high energy per particle
can be explained by the density profile seen in fig.
6a, where the majority of the density and thus ion
current is concentrated at high radii where the beam
divergence is higher. Concerning the production ef-
ficiency ηp, it can vary between approximately 40%
and 50%, its increase at low deposited power is due to
the decreased ion current going to the walls as visible
from fig. 7b. Furthermore it is found that the major
cause of energy losses is represented by collisions and
in particular excitation collisions. This happens es-
pecially at low levels of Ep where they can represent
up to 60% of the input power.

Interestingly, the low conversion fraction ηc in-
dicates that the expansion in the magnetic nozzle
is far from over in the domain used in the present
simulations. As the expansion continues farther
downstream, it is expected that additional magnetic
thrust, Isp, and efficiency will be generated and a

higher conversion fraction will be reached. This
seems to be more relevant the higher Ep, as shown in
fig. 8. This behaviour is typical of magnetic nozzle
thrusters, in fact as evidenced by experimental re-
sults, the ions are found to be still accelerating even
at a distance of 200mm from the thruster exit plane
[33, 34].

Fig. 7c shows the TTPR (Thrust To Power Ra-
tio) respect to the energy per particle. We see that
at a fixed power, the total thrust decreases with the
increase of energy per particle (decrease of mass flow
rate). It appears also that the main contribution to
the decrease is given by the faster decrease of pres-
sure thrust. While the magnetic thrust initially in-
creases with Ep in the range explored, the decrease
of the magnetic thrust at higher Ep values could be
explained by the larger negative thrust region seen
in fig. 6g. Furthermore, the percentage of mag-
netic thrust to the total power can change at differ-
ent working points, varying from 67% to 48%, values
that are in line with the 60% found by ONERA in
the coaxial ECRT measurements [35].

Finally, from figs 7a-7c different optimal opera-
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tion points can be identified. If the maximum thrust
efficiency is required, the energy per particle should
be positioned between Ep = 150 − 200eV/particle,
where a ηF ≈ 17% can be obtained. Although a
clear maximum is not yet reached in the total thrust
in fig. 7c, it is expected that for a fixed Pa, a suffi-
ciently large increase of ṁp will eventually lead to a
drop in Te and a decrease in thrust. Thus if a higher
thrust is requested, the mass flow rate should be in-
creased up to reaching a Ep = 75− 125 eV/particle.
The opposite happens for the specific impulse where
the optimum should be positioned in the vicinity of
Ep = 275 eV/particle.

Figure 8: Electrons and ions contributions to thrust
calculated at the free loss boundaries.

5 CONCLUSIONS
A Hybrid PIC-fluid model of the axysimmetric
plasma discharge developed in an ECR circular
waveguide thruster was used to simulate a novel
thruster design under development at UC3M. The
analysis identified the patterns of the main plasma
transport quantities for two different power depo-
sition profiles, and how these and the expected
thruster performance change when the propellant
mass flow rate and deposited power are varied.

The results point out how the proposed power
deposition maps strongly affect the electron temper-
ature profile, leading to global changes in density,
pressure and potential distribution in the plasma
source, consequently affecting the overall plasma dis-
charge.

The electron temperature gradient presents two
different trends: a high peak on the axis of symme-
try with a strong gradient pointing radially out or a
peak in the proximity of the thruster walls with an al-
most homogeneous but lower temperature in the bulk
plasma. The effects are visible in the main terms of
the momentum equation namely the magnetic force
and pressure gradient. The electron pressure can ex-
tend axially or radially, altering the magnitude and
direction of jθe. The magnetic force on the electrons
varies accordingly and can present a region of neg-

ative contribution to thrust depending on the pres-
sure gradient direction respect to the magnetic field
lines. The resulting potential alters the shape of the
ion streamlines allowing them to cross the magnetic
field lines from the top or from the bottom.

The parametric analysis has shown that the de-
termining parameter is the energy per particle. It
was seen that, when this figure is increased, the
negative electron magnetic thrust density region
grows and that the plasma is pushed towards higher
radii. Furthermore, the main expected trends in the
thruster figures of merit have been presented, show-
ing results close to experimental data and pointing
out that a big part of the injected power is lost in col-
lisions and thermal electron power. The latter sug-
gests the need of increasing the simulation domain
size because of incomplete ion acceleration in the far
plume especially at high energy per particle levels.

The work presented here represents a preliminary
step in the understanding of the physics behind the
ECR circular waveguide thruster, and serves to point
out some of the limitations of the current model. In
particular, it was shown the need of a wave module
capable of simulating the m = ±1 mode in a cylin-
drical plasma domain, so that self-consistent simula-
tions are obtained. Furthermore other aspects of the
physics, believed to be important, will need to be in-
cluded in the model, such as an anisotropic electron
temperature and the effect of the diamagnetic field
associated with the jθe currents. These together with
an improved modeling of the far field boundary con-
ditions are believed to be fundamental for an analysis
closer to reality and will be subject of future works.
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